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Abstract
Subjective health measurements using Patient Reported Outcomes (PRO) are increasingly used in randomized trials,
particularly for patient groups comparisons. Two main types of analytical strategies can be used for such data: Classical
Test Theory (CTT) and Item Response Theory models (IRT). These two strategies display very similar characteristics
when data are complete, but in the common case when data are missing, whether IRT or CTT would be the most
appropriate remains unknown and was investigated using simulations. We simulated PRO data such as quality of life data.
Missing responses to items were simulated as being completely random, depending on an observable covariate or on an
unobserved latent trait. The considered CTT-based methods allowed comparing scores using complete-case analysis,
personal mean imputations or multiple-imputations based on a two-way procedure. The IRT-based method was the Wald
test on a Rasch model including a group covariate. The IRT-based method and the multiple-imputations-based method for
CTT displayed the highest observed power and were the only unbiased method whatever the kind of missing data.
Online software and StataÕ modules compatibles with the innate mi impute suite are provided for performing such
analyses. Traditional procedures (listwise deletion and personal mean imputations) should be avoided, due to inevitable
problems of biases and lack of power.
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Subjective measurements are increasingly used in randomized clinical studies to assess patients’ perception of their
own health, for example quality of life (QoL), stress, or anxiety.1,2 Such phenomena, called latent traits because
they cannot be directly observed, are usually evaluated using patient reported outcomes (PRO), i.e. self-assessment
questionnaires consisting of a set of items. Two strategies have been developed for analyzing PRO data: the
Classical Test Theory (CTT) and the Item Response Theory (IRT). With CTT, items are combined into scores,
considered as measurements of the studied latent trait.3,4 With IRT, each of the individual item responses is
modeled jointly depending on the individuals and the items characteristics, without needing to be combined
into scores.5 One of the most popular models is the Rasch model.
In randomized trials, the most appropriate methods for comparing two groups of patients on PRO
measurements if data do not contain missing values are the scores comparison using t-test when using CTT,
and the Wald test, performed on a Rasch model including a group covariate6 when using IRT. These two methods
are unbiased and display very similar power.7 But when data contain (possibly informative) missing values, which
method displays unbiased results is still under debate.
Missing data management diﬀers depending on the analysis framework. With CTT, individual scores can only
be calculated if data are complete. If some items responses are missing, either a listwise deletion is performed
corresponding to a complete case analysis, or missing data are replaced using imputed data for score computation.
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With IRT, not using an imputation method does not imply loss of information because no score calculation is
required. The responses of an individual can be used even if he did not respond to all the questionnaire items. In
addition, the speciﬁc objectivity property of the Rasch family models allows estimating the latent trait
independently of the items used, whether responses are observed to all items or not, without any imputation
being required.5,8 When an individual completes a questionnaire, his (unobservable) latent trait is the same for all
the items. If the data ﬁt a Rasch family model (characterized by the speciﬁc objectivity property), an unbiased
estimate of the latent trait can be obtained on a subset of the items, regardless of the item selection process, if at
least an item has been answered.
The aim of our study was to compare two diﬀerent group-comparison methods when data contain possibly
informative missing values: a CTT-based method (scores comparison using a t-test) and an IRT-based method (the
Wald-test performed using random eﬀects Rasch model including a group covariate).7

1 Methods
1.1 Simulation study
In our study, the empirical properties of the studied statistical methodologies were explored using Monte-Carlo
simulations. Data were simulated to represent situations encountered in real-life studies such as a randomized trial
whose aim would be to assess the impact of a new treatment on QoL. Patients could be characterized by both their
age and their quality of life, and may not have answered all of the PRO’s items. Several reasons could account for
an item non-response. First, the item non-response could be completely random, i.e. no covariates could explain
this non-response. Second, an observable patient’s characteristic as the age of respondents could explain the
random process: the elderly presenting a higher non-response rate.9 Third, the latent trait of interest may be
the cause of an item non-response: patients with poorer QoL presenting a higher non-response rate.10 Such data
were simulated as follows: two samples of equal size A and B, corresponding to the treatment groups to be
compared, were generated. Each group was divided into two (observable) subgroups .1 and .2 of equal size
(respectively, A1 and A2, and B1 and B2), corresponding to younger and older patients, respectively. A latent
trait value was simulated for each simulated individual, representing his/her QoL level.
The simulated PRO were composed of dichotomous items. The individual responses probabilities were
computed using a Rasch model. Hence, the simulated PRO were assumed to have been previously validated
both with IRT and with CTT, as all the assumptions underlying the CTT are included in those underlying the
IRT.11
Missing data were simulated as a function of the average probability of an item non-response: Pmean, the
diﬀerence in non-response probability related to the sub-group membership: Pgp, and the magnitude of the
variation of the non-response probability related to the individual latent trait: Ptheta. When Pgp and Ptheta were
set to 0 (i.e. the non-response rate was neither inﬂuenced by the respondents’ age nor by their QoL), missing data
were completely random. When Pgp was set diﬀerent from 0 and Ptheta equal to 0, missing data depended only on
an observable covariate. Finally, when Ptheta was set diﬀerent from 0, missing data depended on the unobservable
latent trait. The individual non-response probability was calculated as follows:
PðRi ¼ ri ji , i , Hi ¼ hi Þ ¼ Pmean þ hi



Pgp
1
1
þ Ptheta

1 þ exp i 2
2

where Ri is a dummy random variable coded 1 or 0 representing, respectively, the presence or the absence of a
response to the item j by the individual i and Hi is a dummy variable representing the sub-group membership of
individual i (coded -1 if the ith individual is part of the sub-group .1, and 1 if not). The non-response probability
depending on the simulation parameters is illustrated in Figure 1.
The simulation parameters used to simulate such data are presented in Table 1. The total number of simulation
parameters combinations was 2304. Each of them was replicated 1000 times.

1.2

Statistical analysis

1.2.1 The score analysis
The individual scores were deﬁned as the number of items with positive responses. The average scores of each
group were then compared with a t-test. Three distinct strategies were explored for the missing data management:
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Figure 1. Item non-response probability according to the individual latent trait, the subgroup membership and the non-response
simulation parameters. Pmean: average probability of an item non-response, Pgp: maximum variation of probability related to the
observed group membership, Ptheta: maximum variation of probability related to the individual latent trait.

. Only complete questionnaires were analyzed (complete case analysis: ‘‘scorecc’’ method).
. Missing responses were imputed by personal mean scores, consisting for a patient with less than half of missing
responses in imputing a missing value by his observed mean response (‘‘scoremean-imp’’ method). Such a method
is for example recommended in the manual of several widely used questionnaires such as the SF-36 or the QLQC30.12,13
. Missing responses were imputed using multiple imputations based on the Two-Way methodology,14–16 the
number of imputations being set to 10 (‘‘scoreTwo-Way’’ method). The two-way method consists in modeling
items responses using a two-way ANOVA: the observed response of the ith individual to the item j: xij is deﬁned
as a function of an individual eﬀect: ai (considered as a random eﬀect normally distributed), an item eﬀect: bj
(considered as a ﬁxed eﬀect) and an error eﬀect: eij normally distributed with mean equal to 0: Xij ¼ ai þ b j þ eij.
When data are missing, the parameters of this model are estimated using an EM algorithm, and ﬁnally used for
imputing missing data, taking into account both the individuals and the items characteristics.17

1.2.2 The latent trait analysis
The latent trait analysis was performed using a random eﬀects Rasch model including a group covariate, and the
signiﬁcance of this covariate was tested using a Wald test (‘‘IRTcov’’ method).6,7 Such a Rasch model is detailed
below. Let gi be a dummy variable characterizing the ith individual (gi ¼ {0; 1}), Xij the dichotomous variable
representing the response of this individual to the jth item (xij ¼ 0 for a negative response and xij ¼ 1 for a positive
response),  his residual latent trait (drawn from a normal distribution with mean equal to 0) and dj the diﬃculty of
item j. The random eﬀects Rasch model with a group covariate can then be written as follows
PðXij  xij , gi , , j Þ ¼

expðxij ð þ :gi  j ÞÞ
:
1 þ expð þ :gi  j Þ
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Table 1. Possible values of the different simulation parameters.
Parameters

Values

Sample size: n ¼ nA þ nB
Differences between the latent traits means: 
Latent trait distribution

100
200
400
0
0.2s
0.5s
 Normally distributed


* Mean: A ¼ 2 B ¼ 2
* Variance:  2 ¼ A2 ¼ B2 ¼ 1

Number of items: j
Items difficulties distribution

5
10
 Percentiles of a standardized normal distribution
 Percentiles of an equiprobable mixture of two
Gaussian distributions with parameters (M; D)



* M¼


ð0:3  Þ2
0
* 1 ¼
0
1 2
0% 10% 20% 30%
0% 10% 20% 30%

Average probability of an item non-response: Pmean
Difference in non-response probability related to the
sub-group membership: Pgp
Magnitude of the non-response probability variation
related to the individual latent trait: Ptheta

800
0.8s

0% 10% 20% 30%

1.2.3 Comparison of methods
Four criteria were studied: the position bias, the dispersion bias, the type I error, and the power.
For each combination of simulation parameters:
. When the methodology was based on IRT, a position bias was deﬁned as a diﬀerence diﬀerent from 0 between
the observed and the simulated latent trait diﬀerence between groups. A dispersion bias was deﬁned as a
diﬀerence between the observed and the simulated latent trait variance diﬀerent from 0.
 The latent trait diﬀerence between groups was estimated by the average of the observed group eﬀect
estimates over the 1000 replicated simulations. A position bias of less than 0.1 was considered as not
relevant in practice.
 The variances of the two groups were assumed equal: A2 ¼ B2 ¼  2 . They were estimated by the average of
2
2
the observed residual latent traits variances Res
over the 1000 replicated simulations: Obs
. A bias of less
2
than 0.1 was considered as not relevant in practice.
. When the methodology was based on CTT, a position bias was deﬁned as a diﬀerence diﬀerent from 0 between
the observed and the simulated score diﬀerence between groups. A dispersion bias was deﬁned as a diﬀerence
between the observed and the simulated score variances diﬀerent from 0.
 The scores variances of the two groups were assumed equal, and were estimated by the average of the
observed scores variances over the 1000 replicated simulations. A bias of less than 0.1S2 was considered as
not relevant in practice.
 The score diﬀerence between groups was estimated by the average of the diﬀerences between the observed
means of the scores of the groups A and B over the 1000 replicated simulations. A position bias of less than
0.1 S was considered as not relevant in practice.
 We detail in the Appendix how the values of the simulated scores diﬀerences and variances were computed
using the simulation parameters.
. The type-I error was obtained by calculating the proportion of rejection of the null hypothesis among the 1000
replications of each parameters combinations with  set to 0, and compared to the expected rejection
proportion (0.05) using a chi-square test.
. Power was obtained depending on the parameters combinations by calculating the proportion of rejection of
the null hypothesis among the 1000 replications of each parameters combination with  set diﬀerent from 0. A
power variation of less than 0.05 was considered as not relevant in practice.
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The eﬀect of the simulation parameters on the observed biases and powers was studied using linear models for
evaluating separately the eﬀects of each parameter and their potential interactions. The only considered
interactions were those with eﬀects relevant in practice for at least one of the considered methods. For the
analysis, Pmean, Pgp and Ptheta were considered as continuous variables whereas the simulated diﬀerence, the
number of items and the item diﬃculties distribution were considered as qualitative variables. The validity of
the diﬀerent models was checked by studying residual plots.
Simulations and statistical analyses were performed with the Stata 12.1 software and the Gllamm package.18,19

2 Results
2.1 Position Biases
When data were complete, none of the comparison methods led to any position bias that was relevant in practice
(Table 2).
When data were missing, positions biases were observed for the ‘‘scorecc’’ method when missing data depended
on the unobservable latent trait, and for the ‘‘scoremean-imp’’ for all types of missing data. These position biases
resulted systematically in an underestimation of the group scores diﬀerence. For the ‘‘scorecc’’ method, increasing
Ptheta led to position biases that were more pronounced when the simulated diﬀerence  and the number of items
both increased. For the ‘‘scoremean-imp’’ method, increasing the number of items, Pmean or Ptheta led to position
biases that were more pronounced for a large simulated diﬀerence  (Figure 2). Increasing Pmean led to more
pronounced position biases when the number of items was large.
The ‘‘scoreTwo-Way’’ and ‘‘IRTcov’’ method did not led to any position biases whatever the type of missing data.
The sample size and the items diﬃculty distribution did not aﬀect the position biases.

Table 2. Effects of the simulation parameters on the observed position biases for the different methodologies
for comparing groups on subjective measurements estimated using linear regression.
Parameter

Scorecc

Scoremean-imp

Scoretwo-way

IRTcov

n (þ100)
 ¼0
 ¼ 0.2
 ¼ 0.5
 ¼ 0.8
j ¼ 10 W  ¼ 0
j ¼ 10 W  ¼ 0.2
j ¼ 10 W  ¼ 0.5
j ¼ 10 W  ¼ 0.8
Ddiff ¼ Norm.
Ddiff ¼ Mixt.
Pmean (þ30%) W  ¼ 0
Pmean (þ30%) W  ¼ 0.2
Pmean (þ30%) W  ¼ 0.5
Pmean (þ30%) W  ¼ 0.8
Pgpe (þ30%)
Ptheta (þ30%) W  ¼ 0
Ptheta (þ30%) W  ¼ 0.2
Ptheta (þ30%) W  ¼ 0.5
Ptheta (þ30%) W  ¼ 0.8
Cons.

0.001
0
0.006
0.029
0.051
0.006
0.015
0.042
0.079
0
0.004
0.014
0.011
0.005
0.016
0.013
0.006
0.030
0.098
0.148
0.009

0.000
0
0.011
0.037
0.056
0.002
0.038
0.076
0.127
0
0.004
0.007
0.076
0.185
0.288
0.010
0.002
0.033
0.082
0.130
0.000

0.000
0
0.001
0.003
0.004
0.001
0.000
0.001
0.002
0
0.001
0.002
0.003
0.002
0.001
0.001
0.005
0.004
0.004
0.001
0.001

0.000
0
0.005
0.020
0.031
0.001
0.004
0.002
0.004
0
0.007
0.000
0.003
0.008
0.011
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.002
0.003
0.005

Note: The reported values correspond to the parameters associated with each of the factors that may influence the observed
position bias, estimated using linear regression.
Ddiff: items difficulties distribution, j: number of items, n: sample size, : simulated difference, Pmean: average probability of an item
non-response, Pgp: maximum variation of probability related to the observed group membership, Ptheta: maximum variation of
probability related to the individual latent trait, Norm.: normal distribution, Mixt.: equiprobable mixture of two normal
distributions, Cons.: constant. Pgp and Ptheta set at 0 corresponds to completely random item non-response. Pgp set higher
than 0 corresponds to observable covariate dependent missing data. Ptheta set higher than 0 corresponds to latent trait
dependent missing data. Methodologies with relevant observed position bias variations appear in bold.
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Figure 2. Observed position biases for the different methodologies according to the simulated difference and the type of missing
data. CR: completely random missing data, OCD: observable covariate-dependent missing data, LTD: latent trait-dependent missing
data.

2.2

Dispersion biases

When data were complete, none of the comparison methods led to any dispersion bias that was relevant in practice
(Table 3). An underestimation of the latent trait variance was observed for the ‘‘scorecc’’ method when missing
data depended on an unobservable latent trait and for the ‘‘scoremean-imp’’ when data were missing whatever the
type of missing data. An overestimation of the latent trait variance was observed for the ‘‘scoreTwo-Way’’ and
‘‘IRTcov’’ methods when data were missing whatever the type of missing data.
For the ‘‘scorecc’’ method, increasing Ptheta led to dispersion biases when the number of items was large. For the
‘‘scoremean-imp’’ method, increasing Pgp or Ptheta led to dispersion biases that were more marked when the number
of items was large (Figure 3).
The sample size and the simulated diﬀerence did not seem to impact the dispersion biases.

2.3

Type I error and power

The type I errors were not signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from 0.05 for the ‘‘scorecc’’, ‘‘scoretwo-way’’ and ‘‘IRTcov’’ methods.
The ‘‘scoremean-imp’’ tended to slightly minimize the type I error (average observed ‘‘scoremean-imp’’ type-I
error ¼ 4.51%). When data were complete, all the methods led to similar power. When data were missing, the
‘‘IRTcov’’ and ‘‘scoretwo-way’’ methods led to the highest observed powers and the ‘‘scorecc’’ method to the lowest
observed power (Table 4).
Increasing the sample size, the number of items and the simulated diﬀerence was associated with an increase of
the observed power (Figure 4). The diﬃculties distribution did not aﬀect the observed power.
Increasing Pmean resulted in a decrease of the observed power. This power decrease was more pronounced for
the ‘‘scorecc’’ method and more moderate for the ‘‘IRTcov’’ and ‘‘scoretwo-way’’ methods.
The type of missing data did not impact the observed power for any of the studied methods. For the ‘‘scorecc’’
method, increasing Pgp resulted in an increase of the observed power.
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Table 3. Effects of the simulation parameters on the observed dispersion biases for the different methodologies
for comparing groups on subjective measurements estimated using linear regression.
Parameter

Scorecc

Scoremean-imp

Scoretwo-way

IRTcov

n (þ100)
 ¼0
 ¼ 0.2
 ¼ 0.5
 ¼ 0.8
j ¼ 10 W Ddiff ¼ Norm.
j ¼ 10 W Ddiff ¼ Mixt.
Ddiff ¼ Norm.
Ddiff ¼ Mixt.
Pmean (þ30%) W j ¼ 5
Pmean (þ30%) W j ¼ 10
Pgp (þ30%) W j ¼ 5
Pgp (þ30%) W j ¼ 10
Ptheta (þ30%) W j ¼ 5
Ptheta (þ30%) W j ¼ 10
Cons.

0.000
0
0.004
0.014
0.015
0.097
0.076
0
0.002
0.011
0.105
0.005
0.072
0.077
0.776
0.002

0.000
0
0.000
0.007
0.024
0.023
0.111
0
0.057
0.429
1.727
0.092
0.438
0.160
0.778
0.015

0.004
0
0.000
0.001
0.001
0.031
0.023
0
0.019
0.386
0.214
0.048
0.031
0.004
0.004
0.101

0.002
0
0.001
0.001
0.003
0.032
0.035
0
0.029
0.121
0.066
0.000
0.002
0.005
0.005
0.132

Note: The reported values correspond to the parameters associated with each of the factors that may influence the observed
dispersion bias, estimated using linear regression. Ddiff: items difficulties distribution, j: number of items, n: sample size, :
simulated difference, Pmean: average probability of an item non-response, Pgp: maximum variation of probability related to the
observed group membership, Ptheta: maximum variation of probability related to the individual latent trait, Norm.: normal
distribution, Mixt.: equiprobable mixture of two normal distributions, Cons.: constant. Pgp and Ptheta set at 0 corresponds to
completely random item non-response. Pgp set higher than 0 corresponds to observable covariate dependent missing data. Ptheta
set higher than 0 corresponds to latent trait dependent missing data. Methodologies with relevant observed dispersion bias
variations appear in bold.

3 Example
We illustrate the results of this simulation study using data coming from a pilot study used to compare the pain
level of patients suﬀering from muscular dystrophies, depending on the kind of muscular dystrophies. The ethics
committee of Reims, France granted approval for the study. Patients were recruited from the University Hospital
of Reims as follows: 52 patients with Steinert’s disease and 95 patients with others muscular dystrophies. QoL was
evaluated using the Nottingam Health Proﬁl (NHP) questionnaire. The main outcome was the score on the pain
sub-scale, the score being computed as the weighted sum of the items according to the NHP manual.20
First, only the questionnaires without any missing data were used to calculate the score (‘‘scorecc’’ method).
Forty-seven of the 52 (90%) patients with Steinert disease, and 72 patients of the 95 (76%) with other muscular
dystrophies had responded to all of these sub-scale items. The mean scores for the pain sub-scale in each group
were 35.4 (SD¼28.2) for patients with a Steinert’s disease and 28.0 (SD¼27.9) for patients with other diseases. The
diﬀerence between these mean scores was not statistically signiﬁcant (p ¼ 0.161).
Next, missing responses were imputed by the average observed responses for each individual who responded to
at least half of the items (‘‘scoremean-imp’’ method). Also, 51 of the 52 (98%) patients with Steinert disease, and all of
the patients with others muscular dystrophies had responded to at least half of these sub-scale items. The mean
scores for the pain sub-scale in each group were then 35.3 (SD¼27.5) for patients with a Steinert’s disease and 27.0
(SD¼28.4) for patients with other diseases. The diﬀerence between these mean scores was still not statistically
signiﬁcant (p ¼ 0.091).
Then, the missing responses were imputed using the Two-Way methodology (‘‘scoreTwo-Way’’ method). All of
the patients could be included. The mean scores for the pain sub-scale in each group were 35.7 (SD¼27.2) for
patients with a Steinert’s disease and 27.2 (SD¼28.4) for patients with other diseases. The diﬀerence between these
mean scores was not statistically signiﬁcant (p ¼ 0.079).
Finally, a random eﬀect Rasch model including a group eﬀect was ﬁtted on these data. The global ﬁt of the
Rasch model was not rejected by the R1m test (p ¼ 0.329).21 The group-comparison was performed by testing the
nullity of the parameter associated with the group-covariate (‘‘IRTcov’’ method). The estimation of the diﬀerence
between the mean levels of the latent trait of the two groups of patients was 0.649 and the variance of the latent
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Figure 3. Observed dispersion biases for the different methodologies according to the number of items, the items difficulties
distribution and the type of missing data. CR: completely random missing data, OCD: observable covariate dependent missing data,
LTD: latent trait-dependent missing data.

trait was 3.84. The mean levels of the two groups latent trait were statistically signiﬁcantly diﬀerent (p ¼ 0.044).
With this method, we could conclude that the pain of patients suﬀering from Steinert’s disease was higher than the
pain of patients suﬀering from others muscular dystrophies.

4 Discussion
When data were missing, the type of missing data (completely random, dependent on an observable covariate or on
the unobservable latent trait) had no eﬀect on the observed properties of the ‘‘scoreTwo-Way’’ and ‘‘IRTcov’’ methods.
Position biases were only observed when missing data depended on the latent trait for the ‘‘scorecc’’ method, whereas
the ‘‘scoremean-imp’’ method displayed position biases whatever the type of missing data. These diﬀerences of
performance could be explained by the type of missing data and the chosen comparison methodology.
The ‘‘scoremean-imp’’ imputation method is still the most widely used for PRO analysis.22 However, data imputed
with this method are known to be biased.8,23 Such biases are then directly related to the imputation method, and
not to the type of missing data. As the number of imputed responses increases with the number of items for a given
non-response rate, the importance of biases also increases with the number of items.21 Such an imputation method
should not be recommended for PRO analysis.
When the missing data process is completely random, a listwise deletion process should not produce any bias
but a decrease of power, by decreasing the sample size,24 and this is what we actually observed using the ‘‘scorecc’’
method. When missing data depended on an observable covariate, a listwise deletion process should result in
biases as the complete cases cannot be considered as a random sample of all the cases. Surprisingly, we did not
observe such a phenomenon: the position biases were still irrelevant for the ‘‘scorecc’’ method when missing data
depended on an observable covariate. Finally, when missing data depended on the unobserved latent trait, the
‘‘scorecc’’ method led to relevant biases.
The ‘‘scoreTwo-Way’’ and ‘‘IRTcov’’ methods did not lead to any position bias whatever the simulation
parameters combination, the non-response rate and the type of missing data. For the ‘‘IRTcov’’ method, this
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Table 4. Effects of the simulation parameters on the observed powers for the different methodologies for
comparing groups on subjective measurements estimated using linear regression.
Parameter

Scorecc

Scoremean-imp

Scoretwo-way

IRTcov

 ¼ 0.2
 ¼ 0.5
 ¼ 0.8
n (þ100) W  ¼ 0.2
n (þ100) W  ¼ 0.5
n (þ100) W  ¼ 0.8
j ¼ 10 W  ¼ 0.2
j ¼ 10 W  ¼ 0.5
j ¼ 10 W  ¼ 0.8
Ddiff ¼ Norm.
Ddiff ¼ Mixt.
Pmean W  ¼ 0.2 W j ¼ 5
Pmean W  ¼ 0.5 W j ¼ 5
Pmean W  ¼ 0.8 W j ¼ 5
Pmean W  ¼ 0.2 W j ¼ 10
Pmean W  ¼ 0.5 W j ¼ 10
Pmean W  ¼ 0.8 W j ¼ 10
Ptheta (þ30%)
Pgp (þ30%) W  ¼ 0.2
Pgp (þ30%) W  ¼ 0.5
Pgp (þ30%) W  ¼ 0.8
Cons

0
0.352
0.540
0.017
0.066
0.075
0.007
0.007
0.068
0
0.008
0.153
0.529
0.514
0.178
0.696
0.869
0.002
0.026
0.133
0.187
0.167

0
0.400
0.770
0.052
0.080
0.029
0.052
0.066
0.027
0
0.013
0.080
0.133
0.087
0.077
0.094
0.051
0.008
0.019
0.021
0.009
0.081

0
0.407
0.780
0.054
0.077
0.025
0.058
0.069
0.029
0
0.005
0.073
0.097
0.055
0.057
0.053
0.021
0.001
0.000
0.013
0.001
0.070

0
0.435
0.806
0.056
0.073
0.022
0.054
0.073
0.030
0
0.010
0.045
0.067
0.038
0.035
0.043
0.018
0.000
0.001
0.001
0.002
0.061

Note: The reported values correspond to the parameters associated with each of the factors that may influence the observed
power, estimated using linear regression. Ddiff: items difficulties distribution, j: number of items, n: sample size, : simulated
difference, Pmean: average probability of an item non-response, Pgp: maximum variation of probability related to the observed
group membership, Ptheta: maximum variation of probability related to the individual latent trait, Norm.: normal distribution, Mixt.:
equiprobable mixture of two normal distributions, Cons.: constant. Pgp and Ptheta set at 0 corresponds to completely random item
non-response. Pgp set higher than 0 corresponds to observable covariate dependent missing data. Ptheta set higher than 0
corresponds to latent trait dependent missing data. Methodologies with relevant observed power variations appear in bold.

could be explained by the speciﬁc objectivity property of the Rasch model: if the data ﬁt a Rasch family model,
unbiased estimates of the latent trait can be obtained even if they are only based on a single ﬁlled item, regardless
of the number of missing items and the reasons for which these items were not completed. However, the accuracy
of this latent trait estimate will be closely linked to the number of missing items, explaining both the
overestimation of the latent trait variance and the power decrease observed with the ‘‘IRTcov’’ method when
the non-response rate increased.
The ‘‘scoreTwo-Way’’ method, based on a two-way ANOVA, is especially suitable for imputations of PRO
missing responses, since it allows performing imputations by taking into account both the individual and the
item characteristics: individual characteristics are modeled using ANOVA by estimating the parameters associated
with the individual eﬀects, and the item characteristics by the parameters associated with the items. The
parameters associated with the individual eﬀects can be understood as manifest variables illustrating the
individual latent traits. Then, consistent values can be imputed even if the missing data process depends on the
latent trait of interest, because the unobserved latent trait is taken into account through the ANOVA individual
eﬀects when performing imputations with the ‘‘scoreTwo-Way’’ method.
The ‘‘scoreTwo-Way’’ and ‘‘IRTcov’’ methods were the most powerful methods whatever the type of missing data.
The ‘‘scoremean-imp’’ method led to slightly lower power than those observed with the ‘‘scoreTwo-Way’’ and ‘‘IRTcov’’
methods, despite a signiﬁcant underestimation of the mean score diﬀerences between groups. This phenomenon
was due to the simultaneous increase of the dispersion biase. The ‘‘scorecc’’ method was clearly the less powerful
method, because of the listwise deletion process resulting in a drastic reduction of sample-size.
The power rise associated with the number of items increase could be linked to the subjectivenature of the latent
traits: since latent variables are not directly observable, their estimate accuracy is largely dependent on the tool
used to perform these estimations. Increasing the number of items of a questionnaire leads to an increase of the
reliability of the latent traits estimation, and thus to an increase of the tests’ power.25
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Figure 4. Observed powers for the different methodologies according to the average probability of an item non response, the
number of items and the type of missing data.  is set at 0.5, n is set at 200 and the items’ difficulties are normally distributed. CR:
completely random missing data, OCD: observable covariate dependent missing data, LTD: latent trait-dependent missing data.

We developed several modules available online for the StataÕ statistical software: the mi_twoway StataÕ
module (based on the StataÕ mi impute suite and fully compatible with the innate mi estimate commands)
allowing performing PRO analyses based on the ‘‘scoreTwo-Way’’ method, and the pcmodel StataÕ module
allowing performing such analyses based on the ‘‘IRTcov’’ method. Moreover, the free PRO-online software is
proposed for performing analyzes using Rasch models (http://pro-online.univ-nantes.fr). We believe that such
programs may facilitate the use of these methods by researchers.
Some limitations should be recorded. First, we only considered Gaussian distributions of the latent traits. In
real life situations, the latent trait could be not normally distributed but follow a bounded and asymmetrical
distribution. Indeed, if one considers for example pain as the studied latent variable, one should consider a lower
bound distribution, corresponding to a lack of pain. A log-normal distribution could then be considered for
example. Second, biases detection was carried out by using thresholds corresponding to the minimum biases
considered as relevant in practice. A diﬀerent choice of thresholds could lead to diﬀerent results. However, the
graphical representation of the biases according to diﬀerent types of missing data allowed assessing the biases
importance independently of the selected thresholds. Third, we only considered questionnaires assumed to be
validated both with IRT and CTT. We did not consider the case of questionnaires validated with CTT but not with
IRT for instance, although it can be encountered in real life studies. Finally, Rasch models, requiring necessarily
dichotomous items, are models that may seem too restrictive to be applied in real situations. It appears necessary
to pursue this study by analyzing extensions of the Rasch model, allowing for polytomous items analysis, such as
the Partial Credit Model.

5 Conclusion
When data are missing, standard analysis procedures such as complete case analyses or personal mean imputations
are not appropriate for comparing two groups of patients on PRO measurements. Speciﬁc imputation methods as
the two-way procedure should be considered when performing such analyses within the CTT framework. IRT-
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based methods, such as using a Wald test performed on a random eﬀects Rasch model including a group covariate,
may also be appropriate.
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Appendix 1
The score diﬀerences between groups were not deﬁned by the simulation parameters, as opposed to the latent trait
diﬀerences. Hence the simulation parameters did not directly allow estimating position biases for the methods
based on the score (deﬁned as the diﬀerences between the observed and the simulated score diﬀerences). The same,
the score variances were not deﬁned by the simulation parameters, whereas the latent trait variances were.
Dispersion biases (deﬁned as the diﬀerences between the observed and the simulated score variances) were not
directly estimable based on the simulation parameters. However, it was possible to calculate both the simulated
score diﬀerences between groups and score variances as follows:
The true value of score group eﬀect  S was approached by the diﬀerence of the expected score in each group.
S ¼ EðSi j g ¼ BÞ  EðSi j g ¼ AÞ
The expected score in each group was computed as!follows
X
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with (W lg,  2) the normal distribution with mean lg and variance  2. (lg ¼ l if g ¼ A, and lg ¼ l þ  if g ¼ B).
Similarly, the true value of the score variance S2 was approached by the weighted average of the expected score
variance in each group.
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The expected score variance in each group was computed as follows
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with (W lg,  2) the normal distribution with mean lg and variance  2.
Finally, all these integrals could be estimated using Gauss-Hermite quadratures.

